This paper proposes the use of a neural network based real time adaptive clustering* algorithm for the formation of a codebook of limited set of acoustical representation of finite set of vocal tract shapes from an articulatory space. Modified k-means algorithm (MKM) used for clustering nearly loo00 vocal tract shapes into lo00 cluster centers to form a codebook of articulatory shapes is computationally intensive for our application . An investigative study on the use of NN based algorithm over MKM algorithm at the peripheral level , for our application on Computer Aided Pronunciation-education, suggests the former for less intensive computation, with the possibility of improving the performance of the system by implementing the algorithm using a dedicated neural computer. In this paper, preliminary results of this study arcreponed.
INTRODUCTION
Vocal tract shapes arc to be i n f e d from the speech signal for an application intended to provide meaningful feedback to the learner regarding the correct place of artidation in a Computer Aided Pronunaation-education Systcm(WS) under development. As a first attempt, the proposed system envisages to derive the vocal tract shapes(VTS) for quantal vowels a , I Nearly 1029 clusters from 9990 shapes were generated for voiced sub-code book ,300 clusters f" 3002 shapes were generated for fricative sub-codebook and 100 clusters for closedtract shapes were added directly to the codebook. The clustering operations were performed at two levels, by performing initial and final clustering and the estimated time of nearly lo00 houn,was reduced to 23 hours by using the above algorithm on a super minicomputer. Due to its nature of parallel processing capabilities, a neural network based algorithms could potentially be less intensive in computation for such an application (possibly, in real time).
In the following section, a neural network based algorithm is described.
RTAC algorithm is more closer to the ART network and implementation of RTAC is simpler than ART. The algorithm works as follows:
3. REAL TIME ADAPTIVE CLUSTERING ALGORITHM (RTAC)* Weight Initialization
RTAC Architecture
According to the first instance of the input vector, the connection weights are initialized.
RTAC architecture used in our application, employs two layers, one input layer of 10 nodes corresponding to LPC-IO vectors (
Calculation of Activation level of
acoustical representation of vocal tract shape) and one output layer in which each node is designated by a cluster. The network is feedforward (i.e no recurrent connections) and fully connected(i.e every input node connecting to every output node).
RTACTheory
The theory of Real -Time Clustering Algorithm is given
Input and Output 3. Repeat until no more instances are available.
. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
' h e derivation of acoustical representation of vocal tract shapes was done by extracting 10th order LPC vectors using rtutocorrelation analysis for 32 msec speech segmenu sampled at 1lOOO Hz. VTS vectors corresponding to the segments were computed using inverse filtering (111. The VTS-SS(spectral shape) pairs were generated by a program implemented in 'Matlab' and a set of dat data files w m created for quantal vowels . The algorithm was implemented in 'C' and ran on Sun Sparc station under SunOs version 5.4. The weights file created during 'training ' was used to cluster the' test set'.
In the MKM algorithm , cluster centres were formed and in the nn based algorithm , the weights file data need to be interpreted for obtaining the codebook statistics such as average minimmum distance between any cluster center and the next closest center to it, average intracluster distance and stability of the system.
In the next part of our investigation, LPC vectors derived from a articulatory synthesizer ( guarenteeing physiologically possible vocal tract shapes) and the corresponding spectral shape vector will be used as the ' training set' to the algorithm so as to evaluate the codebook for its adequacy. The preliminary results obtained will be presented at the conference.
COMPARISON OF MKM AND RTAC FOR CODEBOOK FORMATION
In the following section we give a comparison of the above two algorithms at the peripheral level from the point of view of code book generation. clustering.
Modified K -M m Algorithm
given( may lead to unnatural clustering). 
Real-Time Adaptive Clustering

SUMMARY
In this paper, a new simple potentially computational-efficient technique for quantization of limited set from articulatory space has been described. A comparison of MKM and RTAC clustering algorithms were made at the surface level. Samples of articulatory space corresponding to vowels were carefully derived from real speech samples and the algorithms were studied.
Besides the training time of the neural network , seemingly the algorithm could be a candidate for codebook formation . Stabilty of the system needs further study and this involves more samples from articulatory space so as to cover small constrictions ( 1 cm2 or less) and complete tract closure( near zero constrictions). As the algorithm is based on neural network concepts, the performance can be greatly improved by the use of a well designed neural computer in a real system for fast responses.
